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According
to
the
National
Collegiate Athletic Association. student -athletes are at risk from being
suspended from cotnpeting for taking
certain dietary supplements.
Recent media cos erage of professional and Olympic athletes testing
posit’s,: in drug tests has prompted
uitisersit,es and esen high schools to
re -es aluate drug education. said Dana
Hughes. director of the SJSC Student
Health Center’s Prevention Education
Program.
"We include information about
steroids) in our drug and alcohol precut ion and education presentations."
Ilughe. said.
Hie nutrition education component
of the Pres onion Education Program
also partly deals with steroid and dietary supplement use. Hughes said.
A 2001 survey of 21010 student athletes administered by the
N(’AA found more than 25 percent of
student -athletes used dietary supplements.
"Not all dietary supplements are
I Food and Drug Administration) uppros ed. so some companies do not
list all ingredients." said Jch Burns.
associate head athletic trainer at
SJSE. "There is the potential for
something to he in it that is harmed
by the NCAAI
What’s banned isn’t always obvious
es en an energy drink can contain a forbidden drug.

NC AA

Banned
Substances
014eP4
caffeine
alcohol
ephedrine
TVIG
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King Library debunks lice
infestation rumors
The administiatois at the tyr.
Martin hulk.’ King Jr. Joint
Library ale tis mg to dispel rumors of the litmus hemp incaded
by head lice
"This is not ;in infestation."
s is. he 11111ersaid Pams
%It) library dean
Kunnas has e !seen circulating
that the him it us sw.11111111g with
the t. realities. ss luidu according to
the World Health Organization.
are the most president parasitic
infestation of humans in the
United States and Lurope.
"We has;’ ties er meets ed any
complaints it reports of lice
problems." said Luann Budd.
administratise onkel for the libriny "Nine months ago, we no-

need that a few pieces tot upholstered furniture) were sery
and someone said they had spotted what appeared to he lice. Any
pieces that were especially soiled
%%etc remosed and the rest were
piiiiessionally cleaned."
Hie library has about 450
pieces of upholstered furniture.
Budd said. And as with any public building. Budd said students
should be aware of the possibility
of getting lice from lying down
on furniture.
Pediculosis
National
The
Assocition. a nonprofit meant /anon that educates about head
lice, said head lice can be spread
through direct contact iii the head
or hair with hats, brushes, hair
ties. pillows or headrests that
hase been in direct contact with
the infested indisidual.
"Anson,: that reads the papers
knows that this is a problem with

Small business
classes to open

any kid that’s in school." Breivik
said. "This is not a unique thing
by all) means. Head lice do hot jump or fly.
and they stirs Ise about 30 days
on a host and 24 hours without
a host, according to the association.
"It’s easy itt suspect that a
homeless permit) ’could bring)
the lice in. hut it could he just
as likely from school children,
or anyone for that matter.- Budd
said.
According to the .e.si v lutuott.
people should not underestimate
the potential tor disease transmission s it the head louse. which
feeds only on human blood.
The library has taken steps to
present lice problems h pnihibiting sleeping in the library with
and the separaextra cub ’ft
see LICE, page 6

Women’s Basketball
Results from the 2:30 p.m.
WA(’ tourney game against
Rice sstll he posted shortly after
its conclusion

Library joins initiative
By Mayra Flores
Daily Stuff Writer

Libraries are not only for students and the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library is out to
the community
prose this
The King Library joined an minatise around Christmas to shed
light on resources available to
small businesses.
"We want to make tresourcest
accessible to small businesses so
they can do market research online. know who their competition
is. what kind of association they.
should belong to and so forth."
said Susan Lewis. program manager of the Northern California
Development
Business
Small

Ask Ryan
’The Thrilla from Manila offers
advice to the student body

fineguest
Read resiews of movies featured
at the downtown film festival

E-mail:
spartandaily

susicsisti.edu

Center.
The uluutl.ulixe began with an
application tot a grant written by
Linda Meiss, a reference librarian
at the King Library.
"We applied for a grant last
year to expand our sers ices to the
small businesses," Meiss said.
The grant was noticed by
the Northern California Small
Business Development Center
lead at the College of Business at
San Jose State I III% ersity
"We realiied that there was no
business planning as ailable in San
Jose." said Blake Escudier. development center director. -So we
met with Linda Meiss and put two
and two together."
see BUSINESS, page 3

Reed Magazine stands
the test of time
By Amber Sheldon
/hilly Senior Staff Writer
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Mitre Perineh, left, a grad student majoring in creative writing, attends her Reed Magazine class
which meets Monday evenings. Reed Magazine features poetry and short stories from around the
nation.

The final frame of Kyle Killen’s
short story "Johnson’s March" proides a taste of the literary delicacy
folded within the pages of Reed
Maga/ine. San Jose State University ’s
yearly murnal
"Without knowing why. I tell the
story my father told me. the only one
I can really rememher, about the battle
in the summer, and the rains. and the
skeletons, and the battle in the winter.
and how you can’t nist expect the dead
to go away.- Killen writes.
Killen’s words earned the Aryona
John
Magame’s
Reed
resident
Stembeck Award tor best short story
Current Reed Maga/me faculty
adviser Chris Fink conceptualited

the Swint-leek Award in an attempt to
broaden the %liability of the publication, he said
"There’s more exposure because of
the name and 5E000 award, which is
a substantial dollar amount." Fink said.
"We turned Reed into a national magazine from lust a campus magazine and
now we receise international submissions."
Scott Rice. chair of the English department and comparative literature.
said the magaime has been around for
a king time
"I Wiese it is billed as the oldest student publication west of the
Mississippi - 1 think d goes hack to
the 1,420s and its current incarnation
dates hack to 1,14h. a little more than
half a century ago," Rice said.
set REED, pew I
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VIEW FROM THE EAST

Attacks on ethnic identities inappropriate
Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words
will never hurt me.
Oh, for childhood rhymes to be true.
Names are particularly important words. A name
can be a reflection of culture and a source of pride.
For example, my name, "Ling-Mei," means "beautiful spirit" in Chinese. I cringe each time someone
suggests I Anglicize my name.
Thanks, but no thanks. I don’t want to go from
"beautiful sprit" to "Lindsay" or "Renee."
Even though changing my name may make it easier to spell when I’m at Jamba Juice, I’m proud of my
name and my ethnic identity. For the time being. I’m
not going to sell out and have an "English" name.
If I face discrimination for my byline, it’s my
choice. I’m proud of my Chinese heritage and don’t
want to hide it behind an Anglo-Saxon name.
And even for the individuals who have changed
their names, they continue to face discrimination.
Helen Thomas wrote about White House politics
for nearly 60 years.
Thomas is also Lebanese and chose to Anglicize
her name.

Yet in a Feb. 23 column by conservative columnist Ann Coulter, Thomas was referred to as "that old
Arab." As in. "Press passes can’t be that hard to come
by if the White House allows that old Arab Helen
Thomas to sit within yards of the president."
Not being politically correct doesn’t
even begin to describe the damage
Coulter’s thoughtless words caused.
Sticks and stones indeed.
It doesn’t follow that because of
her ethnicity, Thomas was somehow a
threat to President George W. Bush.
Thomas was the White House correspondent for United Press International
from the days of President John F.
Kennedy and is now a columnist for
LING-MEI
Hearst Newspapers. Considered the
dean of the White House press corps.
Thomas ethnicity was ne%er an issue for her job.
That was until Coulter brought it up in her column
for Universal Press Syndicate. which goes out to
about 1(10 newspapers.
Luckily for Coulter. an editor changed "Arab" to

Letter: A.S. continues to ignore students’ rights
Dear editor.
What the Associated Students
election board staff has failed to
answer is why they decided to act
to curtail the free speech rights of
students, which are protected by
myriad court cases.
What Student Affairs staff fails
to answer is why they were not
trained in proper ethics procedures
and free speech principles.
Indeed, many of us volunteered
our services. suggested names
of qualified college experts who
would have worked with the A.S.

and Student Life staff, since no one
can be expected to kilt n’S this Without proper training.
The A.S. advisers, as usual,
let the students of this university
down. The Student Affairs staff
failed to get control of a bad situation in a timely manner.
The Spartan Party, as they
have done Sc) many times before.
decided to block students from
participating in the governance of
the association under the approving eye of A.S. management, who
make more than college deans for
organizing carnivals that actually

cost more than they take in. and
accomplish nothing.
What is transparent about university and A.S. governance these
days is that no one seems to be in
charge. What is apparent is that
students are not encouraged to
take part in the governance of their
own association. But we are going
to get Sting and Campus Village,
and that will make it all right. Not
really.
i11111eN

Graduate Student
Urban Planning

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is pros ided free of Lharge to students. I ill’ Lilt!, and stall members. The deadline for entries is noon three
working days before the desired publication date. Entry loons are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Rental Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandailyWcasa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide." Space
restriction,, may require editing it submissions Entries arc printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY

SATURDAY

School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will
take place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
building. For more information, call the gallery
office at 924-433(1.

Delta Zeta
The Turtle Bowl will take place at 10 a.m. at the
Williams Street Park at East William Street and
South 16th Street.

Counseling Services
A GBTQQI group meeting will take place from
noon to 1:20 p.m. in Counseling Services of the
Student Services Center. For more information.
call 924-5910.
Urban Planning Coalition
"Quality Housing for Very Low Income People"
will take place from noon to 1 p.m. at the A.S.
House. It will feature a talk from Chris Block.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. For more
information, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.
Department of Foreign Languages
"The Enchantment of Don Quijote in Barcelona,"
a talk from Christina Lee. will take place froni
4 p.m. to 4:45 p.m. in room 240. A Chinese riddle
contest will take place from 4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
in room 242. Both events will be in Sweeney Hall.

Phi Alpha Theta
A trip to Kelly Park will take place at II a.m.
Catholic Campus Ministry
"Bible and Breakfast" will take place at noon
in the Omega Lounge of the Catholic Campus
Ministry chapel.
Cultural Heritage Center
An art exhibit featuring work by Arthur Kao will
take place from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in rooms 255 and
257 of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library

SUNDAY

"dyspeptic." so the version that ran in print and on
the Universal Web site read "dyspeptic, old Helen
Thomas."
Good catch.
However, the original version with "Arab"
in it is still up on Coulter’s Web site,
Anncoulter.com.
For her bigoted comments. Coulter
caught flak from several ethnic watchdog
groups, including the American -Arab
Anti -Discrimination Committee.
The response of the doyenne of the
White House press corps has been remarkably calm for such rudeness.
Thomas has chosen to not comment
specifically on Coulter’s racial slur.
WONG
Regarding her background. Thomas
said, "I’m an American; I’m not hyphenated. But I was very lucky to grow up in two cultures."
She’s also lucky to not die of indignation for being
unfairly insulted.
This outstanding individual who was a trailblazer
for minority women in journalism was reduced to an

"old Arab."
It wasn’t her byline she got discriminated for, but
her background. After Sept. II. heightening the racial
barriers that Arab Americans face was out of line for
Coulter.
Just because Thomas happens to have a Lebanese
background does not make her any less American
than Coulter.
The blood that flows in my veins isn’t American,
Chinese or British. It’s human, just like Thomas’ and
Coulter’s.
And until we understand that we’re all human.
bigotry will continue for one’s name or ethnic background.
Words do hurt. They may not be sticks and stones,
but they make their mark.

Exploitation of victim’s grief
not the way to make money
Diane Sawyer sat down and interviewed supermtxIInitially, the general puhh, llocks to the pictures
el and tsunami survivor Petra Nemcova Wednesday of the dead bodies and devastation, and though some
night on ABC.
may balk at the pictures as inappropriate for frontI tried, while watching Sawyer give that empathic page news. hardly anyone looks away.
People are desensitized to the true meaning and
head -tilted nod, to not throw up. It was all I could do
to hold back the tears of rage as she asked Nemcova significance of these pictures because such graphic
the "tough" questions regarding the disastrous event pictures are floss so common in our society
and the loss of Nemcova’s boyfriend, Simon Atlee.
But when the dead bodies arc. cleaned up and the
As the special phased out to a commercial break, initial shock of the tsunami has worn off, so apparteasing the audience with finding out
ently has the general public’s inquiries of
what is now taking place in the areas of
what Alice’s last words were, I decided
that the homework I was dreading like
devastation.
the plague was more appealing than
There are relief efforts and fund-raisanother minute of this well -orchestrated
ers still taking place for those in the afsob fest of which Sawyer was the maefected countries, but where are the frontpage pictures and major cos erage of what
stro.
Lately the term "desensitized" has
is taking place with recovery and reconbeen repeatedly used.
struction in those areas now?
One may come to the conclusion that
Why is there not a picture of survivors
, I am the one desensitized for preferring
CATHERINE II URMEISTER smiling and working together to rebuild
the plague over an inspirational survival
their communities
story.
One answer could he because that is
In place of an empathetic, sensitive heart is a heart not what sells in the media today.
of stone firmly lodged in my chest cavity.
It is not a newsflash to those within the media inOr not.
dustry that happiness and joy is not what prompts the
What Nemcova endured and is still struggling to public to pick up the paper or watch the news.
overcome is a poignant story that desces to he acOn Wednesday night, Sawyer had on her stripper
knowledged and respected.
pumps and was working Nemcosa and the audience
Sawyer’s special with the close-up shots of the for all the dollar hills she could get because she knows
beautiful face fighting tears, and concocted prodding what sells.
by Sawyer and her questions, however, reminded me
For that, I wanted to throw up.
more oflen Schefft’s recent breakdowns on the reality
I am becoming desensitized all right, hut it is not to
TV series "The Bachelorette." another ABC produc- the touching story. of human hardship and the struggle
tion, than of an inspirational survival story that is to for survival.
be taken seriously.
The heart of stone is for the media outlets that
While at a recent event in San Francisco that show- choose to continue with the porn show.
cased photographs taken by Bay Area photographers
of their coverage of the tsunami, there was a gentleman that used the term "disaster porn."
Catherine Burmeister is a Spartan Daily
"Disaster porn" refers to the effect of horrible production editor.
"The Scratching Post" appears every other Friday.
events such as the tsunami.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass w ill take place at noon and 5 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel.
Akbayan Pilipino Club
A cultural practice for the Cultural Night will
he front 4 pot. to 10 p.m. in room 1(9 of Spartan
Complex. For more titbit-minion. call Leanne
Mejia at 01181645-2554
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Ling -Mel Wong is the Spartan Daily opinion editor.
"View from the East" appears every Friday.

THE SCRATCHING POST
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OPINION PALI P011( Y I Readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the Opinion page with a
letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a response to an issue or a
point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to .atio words will be
considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily
and may he edited for clarity, grammar, libel and
length. Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to the
Editor lam at the Spartan Daily office in Dwight Rental
Hall, Rooni 200, sent by fax to 14010 924-3237. e-mail
at spartandailyw.casa.sjswedu or mailed to the Spartan
Daily Opinion Editor, Schtail of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose. CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, mit the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily. the
School of Journalism and Mass communications or
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IES appoints new
staff members
By Shannon Barry
Daily Stuff Writer

The International and Extended
Studies department may be located
a brisk I5 -minute walk away from
campus on Fourth Street, but many
of its decisions impact the rest of
the campus community..
On
Feb.
28,
Waynette
Fernandez,
marketing
editorial associate for International and
Extended Studies, announced the
arrival of four new directors in San
Jose State University’s IES department on their roles and begun tackling issues.
Judith Kaiser
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Reassigned
from
program
manager for professional development’s arsenal of career programs
to the new program manager for
the IES office, Kaiser said she
wants to meet the needs of the
community through the university. Kaiser is responsible for the
non-credit program development
and coordination of all certificate
programs. She said the program is
less expensive than credits earned
through the school, as it can be as
little as $175 and as much as 9495
depending on whether one was interested in signing up for a technical program.
"The technical writing program
offers tools that are not available
in the undergraduate program,"
she said.
Peter Sterlacci
The new director of international outreach and leadership
program. Sterlacci has been in the
held of international education for
the past I A years. It all began when
he relocated to Japan to teach
English.
"I hope to help position the
university as a global center for
the metropolitan area," he said.
While he has many plans for the
unn ersity he said he is trying to
concentrate on how to link the
campus community to the rest of
the world.
"Peter Is very dedicated and
responsible to his career." said

As of ’Tuesday. classes are offered through the new libraries,
including the Tully Community
Library and Vineland Library.
At the King Library, there
are two NxLevel classes being offered beginning April 5
Business Startup and
and 21
Entrepreneur.
According to NxLevel’s Web
site, "the NxLevel Entrepreneurial
Programs are practical,
Training
developbusiness
hands-on
ment courses designed to help
entrepreneurs advance their skills
in starting growing and managing
their business."
The classes are open to small
businesses as well as people thinking of starting their own business,
Meiss said.
"We’re looking for a stage of
a business, not a particular business." Moss said.
NxLevel classes have been in
existence for 13 years. Escudier
said.
They are already available in
Napa. Sonoma and Sulam) counties. The startup classes will run
for In weeks, the entrepreneur
classes for 12 weeks and will be
offered again in the Fall. he said.
"We’re contracting specialists from different fields to bring
their expertise to the classroom,"
Escudier said.
"You are also assigned a business management counselor for no
extra charge. It’s like having your
teachers available on the weekends."
Various classes being offered at
the two libraries include "How to
Stan Your Own Business." "How

Taking a stroll ...

Cathy Chappell
In her first month as the new
director of Corporate and Training
Services,
Chappell
originally
began her career in the world of
marketing and acting. Through different jobs. Chappell has been involved with the community for the
past 15 years. Chappell said she
aims to provide customized training and development to help power
various organizations throughout
the Silicon Valley. Learning goes
beyond just the semester level as
Chappell’s courses are taught for
no more than two days maximum.
"The students don’t realize they
can also be provided internships
with corporate clients," she said.
"It is nice to be able to get access
to that kind of experience."
Susan McGough
The new director of the Osher
Lifelong
Learning
Institute.
McGough offers education to
people 50 and older who are interested in learning additional skills
or broadening their education.
"Everybody is a lifelong learner." she said.
Some of the classes offered in
the Spring semester are Crean% e
Writing. Acting for Everyone.
Global Health Issues and Exciting
Brain Research. McGough previously worked at the California
Polytechnic State University at San
Luis Obispo where she was also director for the Osher Institute. On a
long-term stance. McGough hopes
to connect the Osher program with
the university and community.
"I want to serve as role models
for undergraduates and show that
people are able to knit themselves
into the community," she said.
Because there are many emeritus faculty members at the university. McGough also plans to get
them more involved with the campus to expand the program.

BUSINESS - Classes begin April 5,21
continued from page 1
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Jamie Chou, Sterlacci’s student
assistant. "He pays close attention to get all kinds of works well
done. He is reasonable in assigning
projects and welcomes suggestions
from people to make a work better
done."
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to Plan for Your Business," "How
to Develop a Marketing and Sales
Strategy" and "How to Finance
Your Business."
"I’ve always been interested
in business management," said
Hans Lo, a junior majoring in
psychology at SJSU who attended Tuesday’s "How to Start
Your Own Business" class at Tully
Community Library.
Lo said he comes from a business -minded family. His father has
run various businesses including
liquor stores and laundromats.
"1 just wanted to get an intro on
how to start your own business,"
he said. "I’m thinking about getting into a shoe business, targeting
consumers ages 13 to mid 30s
unique -looking shoes that are very
comfortable and affordable."
Lo was among 20 others who
came to hear about the details of
starting a small business.
"I majored in advertising because I knew I had a lot of great
ideas and I want to he able to market them," said Kart Uy. an SJSU
alumnus who graduated from advertising in 2003.
"Coming here could be the
slatting point, finding out whether
I want to start my own business or
just licensing the product out." she
said.
As for resources on how to
start her own business, Uy said "I
don’t really know where to look or
what options are available. hut this
(class) is in your neighborhood and
people come to the library all the
time, so a lot of people have access."
The development center intends
to grow the initiative to have this
at other places other than the King
Library, Escudier said.

Shaminder DOM

Ihna,

Mandeep Kaur, a senior double majoring in behavioral science and psychology, is reflected in the mirrors aligning the face of Clark
Hall as she makes her way to the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library.

SJSU considers benefits for hybrid car owners
Bonuses could include fuel reimbursement, designated parking spots
By Ashley Johnson
Daily Stuff Writer

Parking incentives for hybrid
cars may soon become a reality
for students and faculty inemhers
at San Jose State Uni s ersits.
The idea of offering incentises
for hybrid cars %.1s discussed
in a Traffic. Transit and Parking
Committee meeting in February.
at the Associated Students House.
The Traffic. Transit
and
Parking Committee meets once a
month and is an Academic Senate
committee that A. S. is also involved in
Although the idea is in the
preliminary stages of disc ussion.
benefits could include
agnated
parking spaces for hy find cars, a
reimbursement tor gas on commuter checks and a Tower parking fee.
"I walked away from this meeting with the feeling that the students would be ready to support
this effort and that tflatly other
CSUs would look to S.M. as an
example," said Rebecca Balderas.
A. S. director of commuuu), ar.
fairs.
The committee includes
representatives from the academic senate, parking. stu
dents and A.S. directors
The committee meets to
discuss these issues .11.111110
parking and traffic, one %% Inch
pertained to hybrid cars. sus
tainability and whether in...nut/es for hybrid cars 15 something SJSU should he support
ing. Balderas said.
According to a Unoetsuy
Police Department of tic cr.
there are some things to lake
tnto account prior to waking
any decisions.
"Some of the Lonsidei
ations we ha%e and %% ant to
look at before we do anything
.tre
is how mans sits
on campus." said tic’
Villanca ot the campus is 1
The number iii hybrid
hides on campus ssiculd all icI
the number of parking spa,’,
needed to he set aside
o
Trying the int ento e
gram short-term smiuihh psi
vide statistics on the numhei
of hybrid %chide fuk nets tak

IIf rlds.""g1:
Desilimaied parking could m
c lude carpool permit that nould
allots occ tie! tit Iry brut vehicles to
park in the ...arpool and employee
sc’s lions lin the rivil of the Sesenth
’,Meet garage.
I Mier ciinccitis include the tact
Mai most S.INI students can’t at
toil a nen cal.
Balder.. NADI

payments for the purchase of
nen hv hod car
Another step is to has e the
committee take the issue to the
president’s office for his support.
Villanca said.
The Bay Area Air Quality
Management District offers grants
tor transportati1,Ils solutions.
"If
we
could show
them that we
111.1111. id Ii’
are actually
doing
ha% e
that,
opporIII 01 I 111,
the
1mmt.,
our
tunit.), to get
grants would
moms is eat
loi
mai ked
increase bestudent
cause it would
lees.
hooks,
mean
rein
we
Ti s and loans
are serious,Villanca said.
she said
The
Vehicle
Mt.
There
Incentice
se\er.11
Program ofis hie, II,
iii
fers $5110.0tin
puking uiiceii
in grants for
low emission.
hr id s chi, les
!Tilde’ as is 111 the process of Iight-dut) alternative fuel vehicles
setting up a meeting %s nit the for public agencies in the district’s
see tun...hewn
ins net ot I lutist 11,0
The ()Iv of San Jose already
about geitini students a break on
then (low n pasoffers incentises for hybrid cars.

"I think it would be a
situation where
everybody would
win."
Bryan Chin,
student

[he bins turns n P:111111!: 11,,ard
siws that ’arise April 20411. ’the
Cits of San .10Se has pi os ’tied tree
parking to ’clean -air. %etudes at
city -tinned or operated -parking
lit ilitis’s
Clean air %chides are electric-pont-red cars, not fly brut.
In 2010, the program st as
changed to include Ii’. find cars
Most hshnd cars di .11111ed .tt
families. said Bryan thin, a senior ma poring in tocuketmg who
has conducted research on the
. ars
Internet on hy
Hybrid Yeln, lcs tlet better gas
mileage smith ahout SO hi 60 mile.
per gallon. compared to rum -by hnd cars, nhich ;et an as erage
mpg 11%01 %1...1r51: are
of about
SI’S s, mm nch lend 111 ,2e1 dh..tif
to I’ mpg. Chin said
Joy ma is des eloping another
hybrid cal. the Priapus
lite
Priapus is a -super car- cc oh a top
speed ol ISO Miles NI’ him! and
30 miles pet gallon
"I think it would he .1 situation
where es cry hod), %% mild sc
Chin said ahs put parking ills en fives for hybrid. " I he ss hoot
gets cleaner air. the students say e
money on gas and on parking expenses."

2005 SPARTAN FOOTBALL SPRING PRACTICE
No Pads
1:30 pm
11 - Mar
No Pads
10:00 am
12 - Mar
Pads
3:00 pm
13- Mar
Pads
6:00 am
15 - Mar
Pads
1:30 pm
18 - Mar
Pads
10:00 am
19 - Mar
SJSU Coaches Clinic Following
All Practices
Pads
3:00 pm
20 - Mar
Are OPEN!
Pads
6:00 am
22 - Mar
Pads
6:00 am
24 - Mar
Students
& Faculty
6:00 am
No Pads
5 - Apr
Please Join Us!
Pads
1:30 pm
8 - Apr
Pads
1 0:00 am
9 - Apr
Please call 24 hours
Pads
6:00 am
12 - Apr
ahead to verify
Pads
1:30 pm
15 - Apr
practice times.
(408) 924-1266
SPRING
GAME
pm
2:00
16- Apr
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Tree downs
power, gas
lines
By Jean Blomo
Daily Staff Writer

At approximately 11:45 a.m, officers and firemen
were dispatched to 620 S. Seventh St.. where a 40foot tree had fallen, covering half the road.
Cpl. Valencia, along with four other police cars
blocked automobile traffic and diverted foot traffic
away from the tree, which was located about 10 feet
away from a two-story apartment building, directly
across the street from Lowell Elementary School.
Officers immediately blocked off Seventh Street
between Reed and Virginia streets because the tree
had taken down an electrical wire, said a San Jose
Fire Department official.
"We called (Pacific Gas and Electric) to check
out the wire and the San Jose tree service crew to
cut up the tree," the official said.
Luckily the tree did not fall on any pedestrians or
cars, he said.
Pacific Gas and Electric worker Everett Knapp
cut the electrical wire, while fireman S. Biakanya
noticed a pipe coming up from the broken roots.
"This might be a gas line." Biakanya said while
brushing away the unearthed dirt. The line was bent,
almost to a 90-degree angle, but was not ruptured.
The tree brought up not only the gas line, hut
also a six-inch thick slab of concrete and toppled an
apartment complex mailbox.

%tall Beecher / Daily Staff
Everett Knapp, right, of Pacific Gas and Electric, studies the layout of a fallen tree’s roots on Seventh and William streets Thursday. The roots were entangled around
a gas pipe."11 we do (evacuate), it may be the apartment complex. Only if the gas line is connected to the apartment complex," said S. Biakanya, of the San Jose Fire
Department.

SUPPLEMENTS - Student-athletes must sign agreement
continued from page 1
"You can test positive for a Red
Bull energy drink before a (gymnastic competition)." said Amberly
Klein, a junior on the San Jose
State women’s gymnastics team.
An excess amount of caffeine.
along with ephedrine. androstendione, which is commonly
known as "andro." and dehydroepiandrosterone are all banned by
the NCAA, but can be found in
over-the-counter supplements, according to the NCAA.
"Our coach is always reading
up on (supplement information)
and lets us know what is and is
not allowed," Klein said. "We get
paperwork from the NCAA about
what is and is not allowed, but
I’m still careful about new types
of medications that might contain
steroids."
One student-athlete said supplements has helped his performance.
"I take a multivitamin with glucosamine," said Corey Cabral, a
junior on the SJSU baseball team.
"We have to (take supplements)

mpg

when we practice this much."
Burns said the SJSU athletic
department educates and warns
student -athletes at the beginning
of every Fall semester about street
drugs, ephedrine and steroids.
"(The
athletic
department)
gives us a pamphlet and warns

"Ijust bring it to my
trainer and ask Vs
OK to take."
Pat She ufler,
student-athlete
us about dietary supplements that
aren’t allowed by the NCAA."
Cabral said.
"We are required to sign a waiver that says we have read and un-
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derstood all the information about
banned drugs by the NCAA."
Klein said.
Burns said although they provide student -athletes with the information, it is up to them to be responsible for what they consume.
The athletic department also has
a policy that allows student-athletes to ask coaches, trainers and
athletic directors if specific supplements are allowed. Bums said.
Pat Sheufler, a junior on the
men’s soccer team, said he always
asks his trainer before taking supplements.
"I take protein and a multivitamin." Sheufler said. "Some
(supplements), bought at places
like (General Nutrition Centers)
might not label everything in it. I
just bring it to my trainer and ask if
it’s OK to take."
"I tell (students) there is the potential there is something in (supplements) that is not listed. They
must take it at their own risk,"
Bums said. "We have an open door
policy. Any student can ask any
question about supplements."
According to a news release in
March 2004. the Food and Drug
Administration sent a warning
letter to companies that they
could receive disciplinary action
if they continued to distribute
products containing banned substances.
The FDA wrote that andro,
"acts like a steroid once it is met:Audi/cif by the body. and therefore, can pose similar kinds of
health risks as steroids." Andm
c;in he found in over-the-countei supplements along with other
NCAA-banned drugs including
ephedrine and DHEA.
Representative Tom Osborne
and other members of the House
of Representatives have been
Wtirkinp on bills that would fur.
Met the control and penalties of
sales and use of steroid precuts( irs Sm. Iias andro that inetabolwe into steroids.
Osborne wrote in an Apnl
2004 press statement announcing.
"The (new i legislation would list
sieritud precursins as controlled
substances, thereby making over
the -counter sales of these sub
stances illegal and only all a.. in)"
patients with a dochir prescription
to use them."
Burns said. "Dietary supple
ments might make you recover
more quickly or temporarily per
form better, hut nothing’s going
to substitute hard work and it hal
anced diet."

University of Zambia speaker talks
about intellectual development
By Vaishali Kirpekar
Daily Staff Writer

Robert Serpell. vice chancellor of the University of Zambia.
held the attention of more than
60 students and faculty members
of counselor education, as he presented a PowerPoint-aided talk on
the cultural relevance and psychological development in Third
World countries Thursday in the
Engineering building.
He highlighted that mere education does not make one literate.
"Literacy is only a hinge that
opens the door for you. rather than
a torch that helps you to see." he
said.
He focused on the need for an
education system that incorporates the indigenous community.
"Have you heard the Brier
Rabbit story?" he asked. "He is an
amusing popular trickster who can
never he considered a leader."
Serpell said that the two qualities of being smart and socially
responsible describe intelligence

in the Zambian village, where
people value leadership.
"You can be good at school, but
if you are not socially responsible.
you won’t be a good leader." he
said.
To highlight their intelligence.
Serpell showed the photograph of
a boy displaying a wired model of
a car he made. The boy’s car has a
suspension system and a functioning steering wheel.
"Zambian boys. who fail in
other traditional intelligence tests.
do very well on tests in% olv ing
spatial reasoning, like making an
outline of a 3D -object." he said.
Serpell. who has lived in
Zambia, conducted a 14-year-long
study on rural school Chewa children living in in the eastern province of Zambia.
They make objects out of clay.
since they are used to playing
with day in the rains, he said.
comparing Zambian boys with
the English schooled boys who do
better in pen and paper.
"There is a high dropout rate as
children want to earn money herding cattle." he said, enlisting the

particular problems of Lie community.
Serpell was horn and raised iii
England. completed his bachelor’s
degree in ()’.tind and doctorate
limn Sussex.
Ile was interested m psv chid
ogy and liaised to Iambi, in rifis
as the head of the department of
psychology.
The program w as iir;:ani/eil
by Global Studies and I i.%% In
Aptekar a professor in counsel. Il
eduacation. vc ho plans to lake a
summer study- aho tad migrant lit
Zambia. where !OS( students can
work with street children in the
capital co itt Lusaka
Some students said they found
Serpell -s talk useful.
"It is %yrc
imp irtant in our field
to understand ditterent
said
student who toiik a studs ahniad
program to Ken \ a earlier.
"The talk %sill help me undc:
stand how to reac h people lit du
ferent abilities and bac het-mink. said Joyce Annstrong. a gradnale
student.

Suicide bomber blows himself
up at mosque in Iraq, kills 47
MOSUL. Iraq (AP) - A suicide attacker set off a bomb that
tore through a funeral tent jammed
with Shiite mourners Thursday.
splattering blood and body parts
over rows of overturned white
plastic chairs.
The attack, which killed 47 and
wounded more than 100. came as
Shiite and Kurdish politicians in
Baghdad said they overcame a
maior stumbling block to forming
a new coalition government.
The explosion. in a working
class neighborhood of this northern city, destroyed a large tent
pitched next to a smaller one on
a grassy patch in the courtyard of
a mosque.
Survivors scrambled to get
the wounded to a hospital. lugging them to ambulances and cars
in blankets or prayer rugs as a
strong smell of gunpowder filled
the yard.
"As we were inside the
mosque, we saw a hall of lire

and heard a huge explosion." said
Tahir Ahdullah Sultan. 45. "After
that blood and pieces of flesh were
scattered around the place."
turst,
At
sonic
nu turners
thought it was an air strike
hut
once they smelled the gunpowder,
they said they knew it was a suicide bombing.
Blood was spattered across the
grass, car vv indows were shattered
and %WI IN tip. wailed as corpses
were loaded onto the hacks of
pickup trucks.
Others simply folded newspapers user the faces of the dead.
The body parts that were strewn
around the area were believed lip
he of the bomber.
Shiite mosques and funerals
have become a frequent target of
Sunni -led insurgents
Iasi month. suicide bombers
attacked a number of them during the Shiite commemoration
III Ashoura. killing nearly MO
people.

Mosul has heell a hotbed in
insurgent violence. and the scene
of many bombings. drive- ha
shootings and assavanam ins targeting the country ’s sic III IS set Vices. 111:110I
,11111k, and Iwo*
thought to he w inking ss illt U.S..
led lorces.
Ikaling with the persistent insurgency will he a main task tor a
new Iraqi giis eminent.
ials said the deal hos% een
the Shine clergy -backed United
Iraqi Alliance and the Kurdish
parties opens the ss
naming
a (*abinet when Iraq’s demi %Jai
cally elected National Assembly
con%enes Wednesday.
The Kurds agreed to suppiirt
the alhance’s candidate Ittr prime
minister. Ibrahim al- lama!"
In exchange, Ilk’ 3..1.111t. e tt ill
hack Jalal Talabam as hail’s lust
ever Kurdish president Flue Kinds
will receive one inmin Cabinet
post
tine !ewer than they- demanded.
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Bowling balls
make scents

Spartans jockey for conference championship
By Mayra Flores

hody.-

she said.
start practicing in January
and go straight through March
April if we make post season
without breaks, so it’s a little
dilticult," Wright said. "But we

Daily Staff Writer

EMPLOYMENT
EDUCATION/RECREATION
CHILDCARE
RECREATION JOBS Al THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA

AEC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Atterschool
Elem Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs P/T NI+ 2-6 15pm
Pay Range $7 83-511 32/hour
starting depending on exp No
ECE units req Call Kathy
408-354-8700X245

TUTORS NEEDED NOW!
Strong writing skills Grade 1
thru H S MI 3-9pm (Flex
Hrsi 51200/mo 408 255-5247

SPANISH TEACHER-Small
Private School in Santa Clara
12 30-3 00 Mon -Fri All levels
1(12 $20/hr (3 hrs/day) Fax
resume to 408 247-0996
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Infant Toddler 8 Preschool
Teachers & Aides Substitute
positions some with flexible
schedules, are also available ECE units are required
for teacher positions but
not req for Aide positions
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors Call
244Cathy for an intense*
1968516 or fax res to 248-7433

first 10-0 athlete. Wright said.
"I feel more confident and comfortable this year. We have a lot
more depth than we did last year."
he said.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed
for weekend residential camping program for children
a ults with disabilities It you
are interested in a challenging
& rewarding experience call
Tamishaaj)408-243.7861

of which
Greene
leads the
team and is one of our outstanding
athletes."
"Our sophomores. who are phenomenal, are led by Greta Leach.

f’rum ankle injuries, knee injuries
to back injuries, said gymnast
Leach, who participates in all four
events.
"We use every part of our

GENERAL

PHARMACY CLERK

PT-Eany

eves 4.75 Sat. 1 blk frorn SJSU
Span/Eng c++ Bob,d+294-9131

SWIM TEACHERS-Year

OFFICEMAREHOUSE ASST.
Small office, good phone skills
Reservations Light Computer
Flex His 408.292-7876

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS’
Local valet company needs
Newspapers located off the
enthusiastic 8 energetic indiAlameda near downtown San
viduals to work at nearby malls
private events S country clubs
Jose. is the publisher of eight
FT/PT available We will work
well established & award winning weeklies We have an
around your busy school
Schedule Must have clean
immediate opening for a FT
inside sales rep-classified ads
DMV Lots of fun & earn good
money Call 408-867-7275
Interested candidates should
have 1-2 years direct sales
experience Possess a positive STUDIO II NIGHTCLUB now raring
attitude & be self motivated We Barbacks. Cashiers & Promotions
offer a fun. noncorporate work
408-279-4444 8 So First St
environment w/a competitive
benefit package Email res to
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
kfitzgeraldi4 won corn or fax
Earn $15-5125 & more, survey
408-200-1010 alt Kale
WWN moneyfor surveys corn

$10 00/hour
2 Positions Available
M-F 9-1 pm
M-F 1-5 pm
Contact 408-293-3336

Unit ersit

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

PHN:

ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS
EARN INCOME GAIN EXPERIENCE
’ PART-TIME OPENINGS
HIGH -STARTING PAY
’ FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES

’Customer saiesiservice
’ All majors may apply
’ Internships possible
’Scholarships awarded annually
"Some conditions apply
’No experience necessary
’Training provided

you purchase any new or
used HIFI Electronics check
with us for great deals on
name brand gear We carry
over 100 brands of quality
products including tube & solid
state. loudspeakers DJ sound
& classic used equipment
Sounds Unique buys. sells
trades. consigns & services
most quality equipment Trade
in your old electronics for new
We rebuild your old loudspeakers for new sound Special
pricing for SJSU students &
faculty Check our website
YWAV Soundsurogue corn or call
408-287-3002

Greentree Apts at
Tully & Mclaughin
Rents start from $865
Newer Large Units
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking WAD
Close to Library Shopping
& HY101/280
995 Tully Rd 294-6200

$14 50 to START
Certified Training Provided
Suds All Majors
Great Resume E se
Flex Around Schedule
IMMEDIATE Openings
Call 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork corn

ANNOUNCEMENTS
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call BIRTHRIGHT 408 241 8444
or 800,550 4900 Free/Confidential

LIVE I BLOCK FROM SJSU
9th $1095/mo
Lge 213/1 5Ba
Newly remodeled 404 309 9554

EGG DONORS $5100.

DOWNTOWN! Across St from
MLK Library’SJSU 2MBRi2BA
1622 sof 51950 408 295-0999

Seeking all ethreobeS
Responsible healthy applicants
needed Contact 408-528-9208
or info wedded corn

RENTAL_HOUSING

A line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation and spaces between words.

00000001:=00000000000000000000
MECODOOMODOODOECOODECEECOMEI
EIMOOMMOODOECOMOCED=E11:000
11:000000000000000000000=MMO
Ad rates: 3 -line minimum
I

l

’"

’"

’

’

Check a classification
um,tai housa,,,
bun:

Name

’ .8"

Address

OLost and

DAnnouncernents

I 1 -day

$5

, 2 -days

$7

I 3 -days
4 -days

$9

. City

frequency Discounts
.

state

ZIP

:=.....p.tvg.=, no discount For other Ms
fpinsen Sr
rom Men to Sprn 81111rIgarlAUTRED

messages

Shared housing
Real

Estate

Domes

Send check 01 money order to (Sorry no credit cards) to

Events

Health/Beauty

aVoluntem

Osports,Thrills

For

Insurance

Spartan Daily Classifteds, San Jose State University
San lose, California 95112-0149
$11 Additional vrords may Im set in
Elassihed desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Rm 209
6d chose ef
$13 rrdp:g.,14’Per
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication

5 -days
I SIMI SIUDINT RATE: 23% OFF. Houma amain

OCampus Clubs

Phone
s

All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled checks
Rates for consecutive publication dates only.

Questions? CALL 408.924.3277

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar with APA & Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
Grace a 831-252-1108 or
Evagrace)Vaol corn or visit

Mr.?:.ace?its.4mmtr.V.:.m

Sale

Servs es

DElectronicS

DEntertainment

Wanted

:Travel

1:Employment

Tutoring

CLUB/GREEK/ORO
$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your group s time
PLUS our free (yes free;
fundraising solutions EQUALS
51000-52000 in earnings
for your group Cell TODAY
foes SE00 bonus when you
schedule your non -sales fundraiser with CampusFundraiser
Contact CampusFundraiser
18881 923-3238. or visit
WWW campusfundraiser corn

TRY CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING. IT WORKS!

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Not soil
5 Veldt grazer
11 Polar bear perch
Bedroom
community
14 Conic
Lebowitz
IS Vane direction
i6 Refuse to conform
7 Reindeer herder
Ili Memsahib s
servant
19 AsIonethec112 wids I
21 Cry of discovery
23 NM degree
24 U S Army rank
25 - Fernando Valley
25 Walked softly
10 Summoned
by beeper
32 Tucks away
33 Dainty
36 island off Scotland
17 Dazed with ’out’
38 Floor for good
4(1 Animal i spots
42 WrIliferi Rose 43 Outs in poker
44 Most Renee*
49 Bus alternative
48 Par too and tinier
49 Oil drilling platform
SO Grads
ST &one peak
57 Secure a contract
58
good sign
60 Severed and
Ambler
fit Can opener targets
62 Fishing gee,
Wielded a lasso
oit
friendlier,
55 Airline to
Stockholm
rid Arizona rev

Bon or

408.924.32 7 7

tate-,

Clearly Print Your Ad Here ", 3-Line Minimum

PT TEACHER POSITON

SERVICES
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
includes cosmetic’ $69 00,year
Save 3Cei--60.i For info can
1-800-655-3225 or
envw studentdental corn or
Weide goldenwestdental corn

ACROSS

EGG DONORS NEEDEDEARN
$5000.. Female age 21-297
Northwest Egg Donation is
seeking egg donors of all ehnicitiess Donors must be nonsmokers in good health & hold
a high level of responsibility If
earn WA& owl
you Would like
www northwesteggclonation coin
or call (2081 895-8667 for info

CALL 615-1500 9am - 5pm
www workforstuclents comisisu

SPRING STUDENT WORK!

FAX:

MOVE IN SPECIAL!

FORSALE

balls green apple and citrus
came out in the spring of 2000.
Since then, the company has
produced about 40 scents. The
current scents are black cherry,
chocolate, lemonade, plum, blueberry, grape, banana, cinnamon,
orange. amareno and cherry.
"It’s just a real good feature of our equipment that gets
the average consumer really
hooked on our stuff," said Steve
Kloempken, technical director
for Storm Products Inc.

in Idaho.

Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath
over 1000 sq foot apartment
Walking distance to SJSU
Newly remodeled
Laundry facilities
Parking
Security Gate
Easy Access to Bay
Area freeways
Substantially larger than
others, $1195 00/mo
408-947-0803

SOUNDS UNIOUE: Before

that ball and I said, ’Yes, this ball
is vv (irking’ ... and I think that is
why I won,- he said.
Storm Products’ first scented

The Spartans will compete
ttsJas at 7 p.m. against Penn
State t ’nit ersit), and Seattle
Pac
ni ersitv at Boise State

TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??

FILE CLERK

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

12 ECE Units Needed Ezip w,
children preferred 265-3588 or
email viunker4scvymca org

ori
advertisements
Certain
these columns may oiler the I
reader lo specik lalephona
for
arktresses
or
numbers
informationn
additional
Claseiked readers should be
reminded Min when making
?hese ’tether onieris they should
informal.".
regime
rompiele
Wore sanding money for good,
ro gory’, es In mkkhon /waders
shouiel ravelinly investigate
films Awing mHomoint ratings
co coupons for discount vacations or ourokandi so

INSIDE CLASSIFIED SALES
STUDENT UNION, INC. JOBS Silicon Valley Community

Positions are available in the
following areas
"BOWLING CENTER -Desk
Person (Student Assistant or
Work Study) Tues 8 30am to
12 30pm & Thurs 8 30am to
DAYCARE TEACHERS: K -8th 1 40pm
’EVENT SERVICES -Building
school seeks responsible indiSupervisor 1 position (Student
viduals for extended daycare
Assistant or Work Study l: 6-10
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous expert - hrsivek (See shift schedule (.4
VAWi union sjsu edu)
once with children preferred
’INFORMATION SERVICES
Call 244-1968 X15
CENTER -(Work Study Onlylinformation Assistant Mon
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS I -3pm Toes 10-1pm. P. Thurs
Activities. Lessons Learning for girl 10-1pm
Applications are available in
participants Work with other corn
the Student Union Admin Office
reunify orgs Set-up 8 deliver pro
grams at assigned locations 5-10 3rd floor, across from the A S
Computer Services Center or
hrs/wk $10 00Th, HS diploma
online qi www union sjsu edu
or eguiv wisome experience
Understand girt/gender issues
First Aid/CPR Ceti (have
or can obtain) Basic math
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
Party Rental Business
company vehicles Bilingual is
Perfect for Students,
a plus Avail Immediately Send
Earn $250 Every Weekend’
cover letter & res to HR Girl
Must have reliable truck or
Scouts of Santa Clara Co.
van Heavy lifting is required
1310 S Bascom Ave San Jose
408-292-7876
CA 95128 FAX 408 287-8025
Email hr@girlscoutsofscc org
MERCHANDISERS: Berkeley
No phone calls. please AATOL
Farms Inc is Growing, We are
hiring PT Merchandisers for
$11.01WHOUR
the San Jose & Mountain View
Register FREE
area Merchandising & retail
for jobs near
experience desired but will
Campus or Home
train Will stock dairy products
student sifters com
on shelves Please email res
to BFHRia?deanfoods com
LOOKING FOR LOVING NANNY:
20 Hrs/week (includes weekNEED A GOOD PAYING JOB?
ends) Must have experience &
Fit around your class schedule,
reference, 408 2927236
Ainotel Wireless Store -Milpitas
has retail/sales positons FT/PT
Students earn wages plus
EMPLOYMENT
commission, Call 408-263-6999

round program, indoor pool
Experience with children a
must Teaching experience not
required AM/PM/WE shifts
available Email resume to
sdavis,wavac us

rette smoke and beer. But what
about grape and cherry?
One bowling ball manufacturer Storm Products Inc. is
putting fruit and other popular
scents into its mid- to high-end
bowling balls, resulting in a
steady increase in sales.
More than half the bowlers on the Professional Bowlers
Association tour last year used
them, including four-time PBA
champion Ryan Shafer.
Shafer. who has a contract
with Storm, said he may have
won a match two years ago in
Kansas City because an opponent
was distracted by his black licorice -scented ball.
"He asked me if I had to use

have a good formula that’s been
working since I’ve been here and
we’ve been able to keep our injuries down to a minimum."
Although the gymnasts travel
and miss classes, they still manage to maintain an average GPA
of a 3.0 or higher. Wright said.
"Gymnasts are used to working out about 20 hours a week
and having to double school
on top of that. It’s something
that they’re used to because of
their background." said Shelia
Martine/, first assistant coach.
Last year. the team was a
smaller, with only 17 members,
and were used a lot in the various events. This year, there are
many individual event specialist,
who gi% e the team the depth that
.lenttifer Seigal / Daily Staff it needs to be a stronger competitor.
Spartan gymnasts Jennifer Greene, left, a senior majoring in public relations, and Greta Leach, an undeclared
"We have our loyal fans that
sophomore, practice their routines Wednesday.
come to all our meets," Leach
Federation championships March
This season’s team has 19 stuwho’s been a constant strong com- said. "Hopefully we’re going to
26. Last year, they %von the champetitor for Us,- he said. "The new- win again. Sacramento State is
dent -athletes from all sorts of mapionship but didn’t qualit). for the jors.
CoMerS are great a, M
our biggest rival and they’re a
West Regionals.
"We have a huge team." he
Man) of the girls juggle school
little ahead of us right now, but
Greene, a senior this year, is the
said. "We have three seniors, one
and practice, and injuries vary
we can definitely heat them."

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

MILWAUKEE (AP) Odors
associated with bowling traditionally include smelly feet. ciga-

"We

Britney Spears’ music fills the
air as lithe women tumble and do
somersaults off beams and high
bars at practice. The gymnastics
team is striving to pull past its
leading competitors. Cal State
Sacramento. for the top spot in the
Mountain Pacific Sports Federation
championship.
In gymnastics, there are four
events in which the gymnasts compete in
vaulting horse, uneven
bars, floor routines and balance
beam.
"Our gymnastics team has
come a long way since my freshman year." said gymnast Jennifer
Greene, who participates in all
four events and has been on the
team for the last four years.
"This team has a lot of chemistry and charisma." she said.
Muscles flex in Uchida Hall,
gleaming with sweat as the girls
work their bodies hard. White
powder that helps with grip, covers everything the bars, the blue
pads and the girls.
"We’re toward the end of our
season." said Wayne Wright. head
coach of the women’s gymnastics
team and has been with the team
for four years. "It’s been a good
season for us."
The team is going to the
Sports
Mountain
Pacific
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Professor speaks about
NASA mission to Saturn

Up and away ...

Probe explores planet’s rings and satellites
By Sergey Loginov
Daily Staff Writer

Some of the recent images,
such as a picture of the surface of
Enceladus, one of Saturn’s satellites, taken on March 9. are already
displayed on the project’s Web site.
Marouf called Cassini "a robot
with almost human features" and
explained in detail why it took the
spacecraft so long to get to it destination.
"The spacecraft that pies so far

During his presentation on
Saturn. professor Essam Marouf
tried to avoid scientific vocabulary
ring occultation, milli -H2 gravitational waves, methane springs
and use down-to-earth language
as much as possible. but the extraterrestrial nature of his subject itself
required uncommon words.
Marouf. professor of electrical engineering at San Jose State
University. spoke about NASA’s
Cassini-Huygens mission to Saturn
and its moon Titan on Thursday at
the Spartan Bookstore.
A collaboration of the United
States and lb European countries,
Cassini-Huygens is the fourth
NASA spacecraft sent to Saturn.
after Pioneer II, Voyager I and
Voyager 2 from 1979 to 19M1. according to the Cassini-Huygens
Web site.
Unlike its predecessors. Cassini
Huygens, named after two 17th Century astronomers, is the first robotaway as Saturn has to be completely
ized spacecraft sent to explore the autonomous." Marouf said. "It has
Saturn s) stem of rings and moons to have the capabilities of a hutnan
from orbit, Maroul said.
being. It’s just a human being oper"Others were only fly -by mis- ated from a distance."
On its way to Saturn. Cassinisions," he said.
Marouf became involved in the Huygens, powered by the heat genproject in 194AI. seven years before erated by plutonium, had to travel to
Cassini-Huygens was launched and Venus and Jupiter.
"Because it’s such a massive
14 years before the spacecraft entered the Saturn’s orbit and started spacecraft you can’t send it to
Saturn directly." Marouf said. "You
sending data and images.

"The Earth has
only one moon,
while Saturn
has 34."

Essam Marouf,
professor

Iftnot
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San Jose State University senior Ife Khalid chats on the phone while holding several balloons
on her way to Morris Dailey Auditorium to set up for the "Bring ’Em Out Talent Show Thursday.
Khalid is a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, which hosted the event.

REED - New issue due out in March
continued from page 1
Mitra
Parineh,
Reed
Magazine’s poetry editor and a
creative writing major. said Fink
is the reason why the magazine
has become more successful in
recent years. since he signed on
as adviser in 20(Xl.
"He
has
single-handedly
turned Reed around from a drab,
rather poorly assembled magazine into what it is now a quality. well -crafted journal," Parinch
said. "He recruits good students.
trains them, and makes them
want to stay, all while managing
to give the staff absolute artistic
freedom."
Alan Solis is a graduate student in the Master of Fine Arts
program. This year he is balancing his time as a software engineer and as Reed Magazine’s fiction editor and webmaster.
Solis said the magazine publishes fiction. poetry, visual art.
book reviews and author interviews.
"We are somewhat unique
among literary magazines in that
the publishing decisions are made
primarily by the students who
work on the magazine." Solis
said. "As an MFA student, I also
thought it might help me get a
better appreciation for what gets
published, and the types of and
quality of submissions that literary magazines receive."
Parineh said the editors read
poems that portray a variety of
subjects, but are primarily searching for good work, regardless of
genre or meter.
"We read metrical poetry,
blank verse, free verse, sonnets,
whatever we get." Parineh said.
"The poems portray any variety
of subjects."
Parinch said she and the staff
received a few hundred poems
this year.
"It varies year to year. but on
the whole we’ve been receiving
betmore and more each year
ter and better work." Parineh
said.
Fink said the magazine is usu-

ally close to 2(10 pages of fiction.
creative nonfiction and priory
stemming from roughly 60 contributors, with the addition of
four or five visual artists solicited
by the art editor.
The new issue is due out by
the end of March, just in time for
the Associated Writing Programs
conference, Fink said.
"I’ll be attending the AWP
conference in Vancouver, taking
student editors with me." Fink
said. "We have a booth at the
book fair where we plan to market the magazine."
Parineh said she attended last
year’s event in Chicago.
"The conference is really
amazing with guest speakers. famous authors, small forums and
book sales," Parinch said. "It
is a mad convention of people
who are doing what you’re doing
they’re all at various stages in
their careers, and it is great to lust
he a part of it."
Fink said there is also a kickoff party in April to celebrate the
printing of this year’s issue.
"One of the nice things about
doing this, the students form a
tight -knit group. like an internship more than a class.- Fink said.
"It’s designed to be taken an entire year and some students have
taken the class two years in a row
-- it creates a sense of community. which is nice on a big campus
like this."
Pannell said even relatively
tedious tasks such as proofreading seem enjoyable because of
the camaraderie and company of
the staff.
"Everyone’s in it together.
so you laugh about it and it really becomes a great experience."
Parinch said. "Just last night I
was in the office with a few Reed
friends till 1 a.m."
Rice said the magazine is
available in the English department and online.
"It doesn’t argue a particular
point of view," Rice said. "It’s
interesting for the quality of writing itself, the content, art and in formation."

send it to other planets first to steal
some energy from them. so it speeds
up and then heads to Saturn."
Passionate about Saturn. Manna
presented the audience with some
facts about the planet besides its
famous rings.
"It takes only 10 hours and 40
minutes for Saturn to complete
one rotation in comparison with
the Earth’s 24 hours. The Earth has
only one moon, while Saturn has
34." Mama said.
One of. them is Titan, which is
also a part or the Cassini-Huygens
mission.
"The ’titan’s surface is truly
Wane." said Marouf. demonstrating some of the pictures taken by
(’assini-Huygens. Each caption
was accompanied by a question
mark.
"We can only guess what’s on
these pictures." Mania said.
Marouf ’s lecture was largely attended by SPA, faculty members.
but several students showed up as
well.
"I’m interested in designing
digital systems for signal processing." said Junneng Yan. a graduate
student in electrical engineering.
"And I’m going to take one of the
courses taught h) professor Marouf
on discrete time signal processing."
Henry Tit. an SJSU alumnus,
came to the event Tiff less pragmatic
reasons.
"I came just because I love astronomy." Ta said. "It’s like a hiihhs
for me"

LICE
continued from page 1
tion ol upholstered lurniture.
-The new instructional related
student lees liae pros itied more
staff on his St six through eight.’
Budd said. -The extra staff helps
student. and al.., reminds patrons
of fibrin y I al k cs like bans on
cell phone use. eating and sleeping."
"Nine months ago. we also
separated the upholstered furniture so that they were individually li wilted and in areas of foot
traffic." Budd said. "This has discouraged poi* !nun pushing the
furniture together and sleeping."
Despite rumors, the library is
not remo% mg any carpeting or
furniture
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